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NOMENCLATURE OF REGIONAL HYDROGEOLOGIC UNITS OF 
THE SOUTHEASTERN COASTAL PLAIN AQUIFER SYSTEM

By James A. Miller and Robert A. Renken

ABSTRACT

Clastic sediments of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system can be 
divided into four regional aquifers separated by three regional confining units. 
The four regional aquifers have been named for major rivers that cut across 
their outcrop areas and expose the aquifer materials. From youngest to oldest, 
the aquifers are called the Chickasawhay River, Pearl River, Chattahoochee 
River, and Black Warrior River aquifers and the regional confining units 
separating them are given the same name as the aquifer they overlie. Most of 
the regional hydrogeologic units are subdivided within each of the four States 
that comprise the study area. Correlation of regional units is good with 
hydrogeologic units delineated by a similar regional study to the west and 
southwest. Because of complexity created by a major geologic structure to the 
northeast of the study area and dramatic facies change from clastic to carbonate 
strata to the southeast, correlation of regional hydrogeologic units is poor in 
these directions.

INTRODUCTION 

Background

The Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system is composed of a series of 
major aquifers that lie within clastic sediments ranging in age from Cretaceous 
to late Tertiary and that are hydraulically connected in varying degrees (Renken 
and others, in press). The aquifer system underlies an area of approximately 
120,000 mi^ in the Coastal Plain of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and 
Mississippi and contiguous small areas in southeastern North Carolina and 
northern Florida (fig. 1). The system extends eastward from the Mississippi 
embayment in central Mississippi to the southwestern flank of the Cape Fear arch 
in southeastern North Carolina. The Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system 
grades laterally to the northeast into the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain 
aquifer system (Meisler, 1980); it is partly overlain by, and partly grades 
laterally into, the Floridan aquifer system (Miller, 1986) to the south and the 
Mississippi embayment and Coastal Lowlands aquifer systems (Grubb, 1986) to the 
west. The latter two aquifer systems have been studied as part of the Gulf 
Coast Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (Grubb, 1986). The northern limit of the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system is its contact with crystalline rocks 
or indurated Paleozoic sedimentary rocks at the Fall Line which marks the updip 
limit of Coastal Plain rocks.

The Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system was studied as part of the 
U.S. Geological Survey's Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) program, which 
was begun in 1978 to examine the major ground-water systems that provide a 
significant part of the Nation's water supply. As stated by Sun (1986), one of 
the objectives of each RASA study is to define the regional geology and hydrol 
ogy of a particular aquifer system. This objective was met for the Southeastern 
Coastal Plain aquifer system by synthesizing large volumes of geologic and
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Figure 1. Location of study area and line of hydrogeologic sections.

hydrologic data and establishing a manageable number of regionally-extensive 
hydrogeologic units. Results of this synthesis have been presented in reports 
by Renken (1984) and Renken and others (in press) which form the basis for the 
descriptions and conclusions presented in this report.

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this report is to briefly describe the hydrogeologic frame
work of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer 
the regional aquifers and confining units that 
Numerous reports presenting the results of the 
study have been published that use an alphanum 
aquifers and confining units. Recently publis

system and to establish names for 
comprise the aquifer system. 
Southeastern Coastal Plain RASA 
aric code to identify regional 
led guidelines for naming aquifers



and confining units (Laney and Davidson, 1986) offer valuable suggestions which, 
if followed, allow nomenclature to be assigned to these regional hydrogeologic 
units that is more desirable than the alphanumeric nomenclature currently in use.

This report presents descriptions and maps of the four regional aquifers 
that comprise the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system and shows the rela 
tion of these aquifers to each other and to aquifers studied as parts of adja 
cent regional aquifer systems. The Southeastern Coastal Plain study area was 
divided into four subregional areas in order to scrutinize local flow systems 
and water problems in more detail. Each of these subregional areas contains 
numerous local aquifers, and the relation of these local aquifers to the four 
regional aquifers is discussed. The report also shows the correlation between 
geologic and hydrogeologic units in the regional study area.

HYDROGEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK 

Regional Setting

Sediments in the Coastal Plain of the southeastern United States form a 
thick wedge of clastic and carbonate strata that generally dips and thickens sea 
ward from a featheredge at the Fall Line, a physiographic boundary which coincides 
with the inner margin of Coastal Plain rocks. The gentle"coastward dip of the 
rocks is locally interrupted by large- to small-scale folding and faulting 
(Renken, 1984). Coastal Plain sediments range in age from Jurassic to Holocene. 
They are underlain by relatively impervious igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary 
rocks mostly of early Paleozoic to early Mesozoic age that form the floor of the 
Coastal Plain. In some parts of the study area, these low-permeability rocks 
are a southwestern extension of the Appalachian Mountains or a southeastern 
extension of Piedmont rocks; in other parts, they represent Mesozoic graben-fill 
sediments and igneous intrusives that may have formed in an ancient rift system. 
The configuration and character of the base of the Coastal Plain, over much of 
the study area, have recently been mapped by Wait and Davis (1986).

The Coastal Plain sediments were laid down during a series of 
transgressions and regressions of the sea. Accordingly, the rocks represent 
depositional environments ranging from fluvial to shallow marine, with the exact 
locale of each environment depending upon the relative positions of land masses, 
shoreline, and streams at a particular point in geologic time. Fluctuating 
depositional conditions account for the observed complex variations in sediment 
lithology in the study area. Because the lithology of the sediments largely 
determines hydraulic conductivity, there is likewise much variation in this 
property. Consequently, the occurrence and flow of ground water in the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain are greatly controlled by the texture, composition, 
and bedding character of the sediments.

Some of the Tertiary units within the clastic rock sequence that is the 
focus of this study grade southward in southern Georgia, southeastern Alabama, 
and southwestern South Carolina into a thick sequence of highly permeable car 
bonate rocks that make up the Floridan aquifer system (Miller, 1986). Thus, in 
places, the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system is in direct hydraulic 
connection with the Floridan aquifer system. The Floridan is overlain by an 
upper confining unit consisting mostly of low-permeability clastic rocks of 
Oligocene to Pliocene age. This confining unit is, in turn, overlain by a sandy 
surficial aquifer.



Hydrogeologic Units

The complexly interbedded strata that comprise the Southeastern Coastal 
Plain aquifer system contain numerous aquifers and confining beds. Sequences of 
local aquifers that can be shown to be hydraulically connected in varying 
degrees are treated in this study as a single regional aquifer. Where head data 
exist, the degree of interconnection is judged primarily by the similarity in 
hydraulic head among the local aquifers. Where such data are lacking, intercon 
nection is established by extrapolation of the geohydrologic framework deli 
neated in places where hydraulic parameters are| known. In a similar fashion, 
sequences of local confining beds that can be shown to be connected, or that 
have the same hydraulic effect, are grouped into regional confining units. The 
relative difference in hydraulic head between discrete aquifers within a 
regional aquifer is generally less than the heald difference between adjacent 
regional aquifers. Regional confining units generally separate regional 
aquifers; however, where an intervening confining unit pinches out, two regional 
aquifers may be in contact. Similarly, two regional confining units may locally 
be directly connected where the regional aquifer between them is missing.

The sediments that comprise the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system 
have been grouped into seven regional hydrogeologic units: four regional 
aquifers separated by three regional confining .units (Renken, 1984). For the 
most part, each hydrogeologic unit consists of ta series of sand or clay beds 
that can be shown or reasonably assumed to behave together as a single hydrolo- 
gic unit. On a local scale, it is possible to differentiate separate aquifers 
and confining beds within each regional hydrogeologic unit. The regional 
aquifers consist chiefly of coarse to fine sand, but locally include small 
amounts of gravel and limestone. Due to, changes in lithology throughout the 
Coastal Plain, only the lowermost aquifer is continuous across the study area. 
The regional confining units are mostly clay, nudstone, or shale; however, a 
thick sequence of chalk in Alabama and Mississippi also forms an effective 
regional confining unit.

The hydrogeologic framework established for this study is intended to 
emphasize the contrast in permeability between (regionally-extensive units. The 
physical boundaries of a regional aquifer or confining unit may locally parallel 
those of a stratigraphic unit such as a formation. Stratigraphic and hydraulic 
boundaries do not always coincide, however, especially when hydrogeologic units 
are extended over a regional area. The top or ibase of a regional hydrogeologic 
unit may lie within a stratigraphic unit rather than at its boundaries. 
Stratigraphically equivalent rocks may comprise part of a regional aquifer in 
one place and part of a confining unit elsewhere.

It is difficult to impossible to apply existing formation or local-aquifer 
nomenclature to the regional aquifers and confining units delineated in the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system. The difficulty is due in part to the 
generally poor correspondence of hydrogeologic|unit boundaries with stratigraphic 
unit boundaries and in part to the regional extent of the hydrogeologic units. 
Each hydrogeologic unit encompasses several formations or parts of formations, 
as shown on figure 2. Interim reports produced by the Southeastern Coastal 
Plain RASA study used a system of alphanumeric designations for the regional 
hydrogeologic units. Regional aquifers were designated by the letter A and 
regional confining units are were designated by the letter C. The four regional 
aquifers were numbered sequentially to indicate; their relative positions, with
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Figure 2. Schematic classification of selected rock-stratigraphic and regional hydrogeologic 
units. Exact geologic correlations are not implied.



aquifer A4 being the lowest and aquifer Al the highest. Confining units were 
likewise numbered, with regional confining unit C3 (lowest) lying above regional 
aquifer A4 and below regional aquifer A3; and so on.

Alphanumeric nomenclature represents a type of shorthand that is useful for 
internal, day-to-day communication during the early stages of a study. However, 
such designations mean little to workers outsilde the staff of the project using 
the alphanumeric naming scheme. With alphanumeric nomenclature, it is easy to 
infer exact equivalence between hydrogeologic pnits and the aquifer and 
confining-unit layers simulated in digital modjels: equivalence that may not, in 
fact, exist. Accordingly, a new set of names fLs proposed in this report for the 
regional aquifers that comprise the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system.
The method of selecting names follows the guid 
Davidson (1986). It is important to emphasize 
tions replaced by the names in this report are 
units, not model layers.

Each of the four regional aquifers of the 
aquifer system is herein named for a major river in the study area. The rivers 
chosen transect the outcrop of the regional aqpifer which bears their name, and 
part of the aquifer is exposed in outcrop alon^ the nominate river. The new set 
of names chosen is as follows:

elines set forth by Laney and 
that the alphanumeric designa- 
designations of hydrogeologic

Southeastern Coastal Plain

Alphanumeric code

Al 
A2 
A3 
A4

New aquifer name

Chickasawhay River aquifer 
Pearl River aquifer 
Chattahoochee River aquifer 
Black Warrior River aquifer

The regional confining units separating these aquifers are herein named the 
same as the regional aquifer they overlie. This was done in order to avoid the 
proliferation of new names. The new set of cotifining unit names is as follows:

Alphanumeric code

Cl 
C2 
C3

I 
New confining unit name

I 
PearjL River confining unit
Chat 
Blac

tahoochee River confining unit 
c Warrior River confining unit

Figure 2 shows the relation of the new names to the old alphanumeric 
designations and to the different formations that comprise each hydrogeologic 
unit. In the following sections of this repor^:, only the water-yielding hydro- 
geologic units (regional and local aquifers) are discussed individually. 
Although local and regional confining units strongly influence the ground-water 
flow system, the Southeastern Coastal Plain RASA study, like most ground-water 
investigations, emphasizes the hydrogeologic units from which water can be 
obtained. i

REGIONAL AQUIFER NOMENCLATURE

The four regional aquifers differentiated 
Plain aquifer system consist primarily of fine

within the Southeastern Coastal 
to coarse sand that was deposited

under relatively high energy conditions in fluyial to shallow marine environ 
ments. Locally, beds of gravel and limestone are included in some of the



aquifers. Many clay beds are included in all of the regional aquifers because 
depositional environments shifted over the period of time during which the 
aquifers were laid down. On a regional scale, however, each regional aquifer 
delineated behaves as a single hydrogeologic unit.

The basal regional confining unit of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer 
system (Wait and Davis, 1986) consists of crystalline rocks or of consolidated 
to semiconsolidated sedimentary rocks, all of which have low permeability. The 
three regional confining units that separate the regional aquifers mostly con 
sist of argillaceous rocks. However, chalk is an important component of one of 
the regional confining units. The fine-grained materials comprising the 
regional confining units were deposited in quiet water in either marine or flu 
vial environments. Each regional confining unit locally contains beds of sand 
or other high-permeability materials. Regionally, however, the strata included 
in the confining units behave together to retard vertical flow between the 
regional aquifers.

Chickasawhay River Aquifer

The Chickasawhay River aquifer, named for the Chickasawhay River in 
Mississippi and formerly referred to as the Al aquifer, is present in southwest 
Alabama and southern Mississippi. This aquifer is the uppermost regional 
aquifer in the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system. The aquifer consists 
of clastic and carbonate rocks of Oligocene and Miocene age and extends south- 
westward into Louisiana, where it becomes the lower part of the Coastal Lowlands 
aquifer system (Grubb, 1986). In southwestern Alabama and panhandle Florida, 
the Chickasawhay River aquifer changes facies to a limestone and becomes the 
upper part of the Floridan aquifer system; accordingly, these equivalent sedi 
ments are not considered part of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system 
there. The outcrop area of the Chickasawhay River aquifer is shown on figure 3. 
In the regional computer simulation of the aquifer system, the Chickasawhay 
River aquifer is not considered an active model layer; rather, it is treated as 
a source-sink layer. The Chickasawhay River aquifer is underlain by the Pearl 
River confining unit (formerly called the Cl confining unit) which consists pre 
dominantly of the clayey Yazoo Formation of late Eocene age. The Pearl River 
confining unit is equivalent to the Vicksburg-Jackson confining unit that forms 
the base of the Coastal Lowlands aquifer system in Louisiana and western 
Mississippi.

Pearl River Aquifer

The Pearl River aquifer, named for the Pearl River in Mississippi, is a 
thick sequence of sand with minor amounts of sandstone, gravel, and a few 
limestone beds. This regional aquifer ranges in age from late Eocene to 
Paleocene. The sediments that comprise the Pearl River aquifer were mostly 
deposited under marine conditions except for parts of Mississippi, where they 
were laid down in deltaic to fluvial environments. The Pearl River aquifer is 
equivalent to the Mississippi embayment aquifer system (Grubb, 1986) to the west 
and southwest. In south Georgia and in parts of southern Alabama and south 
western South Carolina, the sands of the Pearl River aquifer pass by facies 
change into carbonate rocks that are part of the Floridan aquifer system. 
Miller (1986, p. 45) defined the Floridan aquifer system as a "vertically con 
tinuous sequence of carbonate rocks of generally high permeability that are 
mostly of middle and late Tertiary age and hydraulically connected in varying
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degrees and whose permeability is, in general, an order to several orders of 
magnitude greater than that of those rocks that bound the system above and 
below." The definition of the Floridan is, thus, partly lithologic and partly 
hydraulic. Figure 4 shows the relation between the Floridan and Southeastern 
Coastal Plain aquifer systems in part of Georgia. The boundary between the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain and Floridan aquifer system in these areas is not a 
well-defined confining unit but rather is a lithologic transition, and the two 
systems are directly hydraulically connected. The top of the Pearl River 
aquifer, as shown in figure 5, coincides with the base of the Floridan aquifer 
system as mapped by Miller (1986) where the two are juxtaposed.

The Pearl River aquifer in eastern Alabama and most of Georgia and South 
Carolina is separated from the deeper Chattahoochee River aquifer by the 
Chattahoochee River confining unit, formerly called the C2 confining unit, com 
posed of clay of Late Cretaceous to Paleocene age. The Chattahoochee River con 
fining unit is largely equivalent to the Tuscahoma Formation in Georgia and 
eastern Alabama and to the lowet part of the Black Mingo Formation and, locally, 
part of the Peedee Formation in South Carolina. This regional confining unit is 
locally absent in updip parts of the Coastal Plain in eastern Georgia and 
western South Carolina, where the Pearl River and Chattahoochee River aquifers 
are in direct contact. In Mississippi and western Alabama, the Chattahoochee 
River confining unit changes facies into a sand. In western Alabama, the 
Chattahoochee River aquifer merges with the overlying Pearl River aquifer where 
the Chattahoochee River confining unit separating them pinches out (fig. 6). 
Accordingly, west and north of this pinchout, the Chattahoochee River aquifer is 
not mapped except for a small area in northeastern Mississippi, where beds of 
the Ripley Formation are considered part of it (fig. 6).

Chatt aho o ch ee River Aquifer

The Chattahoochee River aquifer is named for the Chattahoochee River that 
forms much of the Alabama-Georgia border. This regional aquifer, previously 
known as the A3 aquifer, is continuous in the subsurface from western Alabama 
into North Carolina, where it merges with aquifers that are part of the Northern 
Atlantic Coastal Plain aquifer system. In outcrop, the Chattahoochee River 
aquifer is discontinuous because it is overlapped by the Pearl River aquifer in 
northeastern Georgia and southwestern South Carolina (fig. 3). The 
Chattahoochee River aquifer grades westward by facies change into calcareous 
shale and chalk that are part of the Selma Group and the Black Warrior River 
confining unit (figure 2). The aquifer is chiefly of Late Cretaceous age and 
consists mostly of a series of thick to thin sand beds that are separated by 
dark, calcareous, commonly lignitic clays. Sandy, glauconitic limestone of the 
Clayton Formation and glauconitic sands of the Nanafalia Formation, both of 
Paleocene age, are part of the aquifer in western Georgia and eastern Alabama. 
Sands of the Ellenton Formation of Paleocene age are very locally included in 
this aquifer in South Carolina.

Locally in southeast Georgia, the Chattahoochee River aquifer grades into 
carbonate rocks that comprise the lower part of the Floridan aquifer system 
(fig. 4). In western Alabama and east-central Mississippi, the Chattahoochee 
River aquifer merges with the overlying Pearl River aquifer and is not mapped 
separately (figs. 3 and 6). The rocks of the Chattahoochee River aquifer were 
deposited mostly in deltaic to shallow marine environments; however, fluvial 
deposits make up part of the aquifer in South Carolina. The aquifer is
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Figure 5. Geology and configuration of the top of the Pearl River aquifer.
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generally less permeable than the other regional aquifers, owing in part to the 
highly variable character and texture of its sediments. Because of its stra- 
tigraphic position, marine sand of the Ripley Formation in northern Mississippi 
is considered part of the Chattahoochee River aquifer, even though the Ripley is 
not connected to the main body of the aquifer (fig. 2). Northward and westward, 
the Ripley Formation becomes part of an extensive Upper Cretaceous aquifer that 
is being studied in detail by the Gulf Coast RASA investigation. Figure 7 shows 
the configuration of the top of the Chattahoochee River aquifer. Chalk of the 
Selma Group and clays of the Porters Creek Formation, the middle part of the 
Eutaw Formation, and the upper part of the Cape Fear Formation (fig. 2) comprise 
the Black Warrior River confining unit that underlies the aquifer everywhere.

Black Warrior River Aquifer

The Black Warrior River aquifer, named for the Black Warrior River in 
Alabama and formerly called the A4 aquifer, is the basal regional aquifer of the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system. This aquifer is the most widespread 
regional aquifer delineated and extends in the subsurface from the 
Mississippi-Tennessee border eastward into North Carolina. However, the aquifer 
crops out only in Mississippi, Alabama, and a small part of western Georgia 
(fig. 3). The Black Warrior River aquifer consists mostly of Late Cretaceous- 
age sands and interbedded clays of fluvial and deltaic origin; marine sand and 
clay comprise part of the aquifer in southern Alabama and southwestern Georgia. 
Sands of Early Cretaceous age are locally included in the aquifer (fig. 2). 
Figure 8 shows the extent and configuration of the top of the Black Warrior 
River aquifer.

The basal confining unit of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system 
is made up of rocks mostly of early Paleozoic to early Mesozoic age that are 
generally of low permeability. This confining unit underlies the Black Warrior 
River aquifer everywhere. Although the rocks comprising the basal confining 
unit are locally porous and permeable, in most places they contain water with 
dissolved-solids concentrations greater than 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L). 
Accordingly, little or no movement of ground water is thought to occur in these 
rocks.

The approximate downdip extent of water having dissolved-solids concentra 
tions less than 10,000 mg/L is shown by a line on figures 5 and 8. South of 
these lines, the ground-water flow system is considered to be very sluggish and 
the system was not simulated by digital computer modeling. However, the 
regional aquifers are mapped south of the lines where equivalent rocks are per 
meable.

RELATION OF REGIONAL AND SUBREGIONAL AQUIFERS

The Southeastern Coastal Plain RASA study area was subdivided into four 
subregions, each corresponding roughly to one of the four States (Mississippi, 
Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina) that comprise the majority of the study 
area. Within each subregion, the aquifer system was studied in greater detail 
than was possible for a regional assessment of the system. As part of this 
closer scrutiny, the regionally-extensive hydrogeologic units were subdivided in 
the different subregions into a series of discrete aquifers and confining units. 
The subdivisions used in each State are shown on figure 9, along with the corre 
lation of hydrogeologic units from State to State.
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Figure 7. Geology and configuration of the top of 1 he Chattahoochee River aquifer.
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Figure 8. Geology and configuration of the top of the Black Warrior River aquifer.
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All of the regional hydrogeologic units are subdivided in one or more of 
the subregional areas. For example, a local aquifer exists in the Chattahoochee 
River confining unit in Georgia; the Black Warrior River aquifer is subdivided 
into two aquifers with one intervening confining unit in all States except South 
Carolina; three aquifers and two confining units comprise the Chattahoochee 
River aquifer in Georgia; and so on.

Even though the regional hydrogeologic units are subdivided at the subre 
gional scale, their overall hydrologic characteristics are similar throughout 
the region and among the subregions. That is, the strata included in the Black 
Warrior River aquifer, for example, are more highly permeable everywhere than 
the rocks of the overlying and underlying confining units. As figure 9 shows, 
there is a confining unit that extends from Mississippi through Georgia in the 
Black Warrior River aquifer, but the majority of the rocks included in the 
regional aquifer and its subregional components constitute aquifers. For prac 
tically all of the regional aquifers, their tops and bases correspond to the 
tops and bases of some combination of subregional aquifers. Likewise, the tops 
and bases of regional confining units are identical to those of subregional con 
fining units.

The names marked with a footnote on figure 9 represent nomenclature 
currently in use in the different States as applied to previously-defined 
aquifers. The unmarked aquifer names are new designations coined during the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain RASA study and applied in the individual subregions. 
Except for the Floridan aquifer system in Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina 
(Miller, 1986), and the Gordon (Brooks and others, 1985), Clayton (Clarke and 
others, 1984), and Dublin (Clarke and others, 1985) aquifers of Georgia, 
aquifers in the subregions are named for the geologic formations, or combination 
of formations, that comprise them. Confining units in the subregions have not 
been assigned formal names except in Georgia and Alabama, where the confining 
units, like the aquifers, are mostly named for geologic formations.

RELATION OF CONTIGUOUS AQUIFER SYSTEMS

The seven major hydrogeologic units differentiated in the Southeastern 
Coastal Plain have stratigraphic and hydraulic counterparts in adjacent RASA 
study areas. The relation of the seven hydrogeologic units named in this report 
to aquifers and confining units named in the Gulf Coast, Northern Atlantic 
Coastal Plain, and Floridan RASA areas is shown on table 1. This chart is 
designed to show the relative positions of regional aquifers and confining units 
among the different regional aquifer systems, and does not imply that all of the 
hydrogeologic units in contiguous aquifer systems are physically or hydrauli- 
cally connected. The predominately clastic character of the Southeastern 
Coastal Plain units is maintained in the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain and 
Gulf Coast areas. In contrast, Floridan aquifer system equivalents of 
Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifers and confining units consist of carbonate 
rocks. The upper confining unit of the Floridan aquifer system, the overlying 
surficial aquifer, and in many places the Floridan 1 s lower confining unit, con 
sist of clastic rocks. At other places, however, this lower confining unit con 
sists of anhydrite and gypsum.

There is excellent correlation of regional aquifers and confining units 
between the Southeastern Coastal Plain and Gulf Coast RASA areas. The boun 
daries of the Pearl River and Mobile River aquifers coincide with the boundaries
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Table l.-Relation among hydrogeologic units
Gulf Coast, Floridan, and Northern Atlantic Coastal 
studies

differentiated by the Southeastern Coastal Plain, 
Plain regional aquifer-system analysis

[Sources: a, Grubb, 1986, b, Miller, 1986, c, Henry Trapp, Jr., U.S. Geological Survey, written 
comm., d, confining units between aquifers not shown, e, stratigraphic position varies"]

SOUTHEASTERN COASTAL 
PLAIN RASA

ain aquifer system

Southeastern Coastal P

Chickasawhay River 

aquifer

Pearl River 
confining unit

Pearl River aquifer

Chattahoochee River 
confining unit

Chattahoochee River aquifer

Black Warrior River 
confining unit

Black Warrior 

River aquifer

a 
GULF COAST RASA

Lowlands d 

;r system

Coasta aquif<

Holocene   Upper 
Pleistocene aquifer

Lower Pleistocene- 
Upper Pliocene aquifer

Lower Pliocene- 
Upper Miocene aquifer

Middle Miocene aquifer

Lower Miocene- 
Upper Oligocene aquifer

Vicksburg  Jackson 
confining unit

Mississippi d 
Embayment aquifer system

Upper Claiborne aquifer

Middle Claiborne aquifer

Lower Claiborne- 
Upper Wilcox aquifer

Middle Wilcox aquifer

Lower Wilcox aquifer

Midway confining unit

Upper Cretaceous aquifer

Not studied

FLORI

Surfic

Upper co

system

oridan aquifer

tu

b 

DAN RASA

ial aquifer

e 

nfining unit

U^jper Floridan 

aquifer

Middle

Lt

confining unit

e 
wer Floridan 
aquifer

Lower confining unit

NORTHERN ATLANTIC c 
COASTAL PLAIN RASA

d 

n aquifer system

Northern Atlantic Coastal Plai

Surficial aquifer

Upper Chesapeake aquifer

Lower Chesapeake aquifer

Castle Hayne   Piney 

Point aquifer

Beaufort  Aquia aquifer

Brightseat  Upper 
Potomac aquifer 

(upper part)

Peedee  Severn aquifer

Black Creek   Matawan 
aquifer

Magothy aquifer

e
Brightseat  Upper 

Potomac aquifer 

(lower part)

Middle Potomac aquifer

Lower Potomac aquifer
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of two major aquifer systems, each consisting of five aquifers, mapped by the 
Gulf Coast RASA study to the south and west of the Southeastern Coastal Plain. 
Unnamed confining units locally separate aquifers within the two major aquifer 
systems, but the major confining units in the Gulf Coast RASA area coincide with 
the Pearl River and Chattahoochee River confining units of this report (table 
1). The Gulf Coast RASA investigation did not study rocks older than the 
equivalent of the upper part of the Chattahoochee River aquifer. Such rocks lie 
at great depths and contain saline water because they have been severely down- 
warped during the formation of the Gulf Coast geosyncline (Grubb, 1986). The 
names used for aquifers and confining units in the Gulf Coast RASA study area 
correspond to time- and rock-stratigraphic units, because there is good correla 
tion between the hydrologic units and either time-stratigraphic or rock- 
stratigraphic units there.

Correlation between aquifers of the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain aquifer 
system and regional aquifers of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system is 
not so precise (table 1). Unnamed local to subregional confining units separate 
the ten aquifers delineated in the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain RASA study 
area. These aquifers are named for geologic formations, except for the sur- 
ficial aquifer. A major geologic structure, the Cape Fear arch, separates the 
Southeastern Coastal Plain study area from North Carolina. This structure has 
been intermittently active since Early Cretaceous time (Brown and others, 1972) 
and is largely responsible for extensive facies change between North and South 
Carolina. It is this rapid facies change that accounts for the general lack of 
correspondence of aquifers between the two States.

There is not -exact correlation between Southeastern Coastal Plain hydro- 
geologic units and those of the Floridan aquifer system (table 1). The two 
major aquifers of the Floridan are equivalent to parts of Southeastern Coastal 
Plain regional aquifers combined with regional confining units. This lack of 
correlation results from three factors. Firstly, and most importantly, most of 
the clastic rocks of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system pass by 
facies change into carbonate rocks of the Floridan. A given carbonate facies 
may or may not be as permeable as its clastic equivalent, because of the complex 
effects of diagenesis, dissolution, and so forth, on carbonate-rock permeability 
(Miller, 1986). Secondly, there is a dramatic contrast in the permeability of 
the Floridan aquifer system and that of the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer 
system, with the Floridan's permeability being an order to several orders of 
magnitude higher in most places. Accordingly, the clastic part of the rocks 
designated as the Floridan's lower confining unit can (and do, in places) 
constitute an aquifer in the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer system. 
Thirdly, because of the complexity of permeability development in carbonate 
rocks, neither aquifer nor confining unit boundaries tend to follow stra- 
tigraphic boundaries as closely as permeability follows stratigraphy in clastic 
rocks. Accordingly, the stratigraphic position of aquifers and confining units 
within, and bounding, the Floridan aquifer system varies considerably from 
place to place (Miller, 1986).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The clastic sediments that comprise the Southeastern Coastal Plain aquifer 
system can be divided into four regional aquifers separated by three regional 
confining units. Although each of these regional hydrogeologic units is made up 
of several aquifers and confining units of local to subregional scale, the
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strata in an individual regional unit can be shown to be hydraulically connected
in varying degrees and to function collectively 
unit. Stratigraphic and hydraulic boundaries of 
units coincide locally but diverge regionally be 
by complex depositional conditions.

as a single aquifer or confining
the regional hydrogeologic 

cause of facies change created

The four regional aquifer units are named for 
aquifer outcrop areas, and along or near where the 
youngest to oldest, the regional aquifers are the 
River, Chattahoochee River, and Black Warrior River 
fining units separating the regional aquifers axe 
they overlie. For example, the Pearl River confining 
Pearl River and Chickasawhay River regional aquifers. 

The regional aquifers and confining units have been subdivided within four
subregional study areas roughly corresponding tc

major rivers that transect 
aquifers are exposed. From 

Chickasawhay River, Pearl
aquifers. Regional con- 

named the same as the aquifer 
unit lies between the

the States of South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, that together^ make up the Southeastern 
Coastal Plain RASA study area. Regional aquifet and confining unit separations 
correlate throughout all the States, whereas subregional breakdowns may persist 
over only one or two States, or part of a State.

The major hydrogeologic units named in this 
major permeability breakdowns in the Gulf Coast

report correlate well with 
RASA study area to the west and

southwest of the Southeastern Coastal Plain. Correlations of major hydrogeolo 
gic units between the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain and Floridan aquifer 
systems that border the Southeastern Coastal Pldin to the northeast and 
southeast, respectively, are not as good. This poor correlation is due to the 
influence of the Cape Fear arch, a major structural feature between South and 
North Carolina, and to facies change from the clastic rocks of the Southeastern 
Coastal Plain aquifer system into carbonate rocks of the Floridan aquifer 
system.
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